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Background: 

As ArMficial Intelligence (AI) advances, the need for transparency and interpretability in its decision-making processes becomes more 
pronounced, especially within the domain of affecMve compuMng. The capacity of AI systems to comprehend and react to human 
emoMons introduces ethical consideraMons, necessitaMng a delicate equilibrium between innovaMon and accountability. Various 
stakeholders, spanning end-users, developers, and policymakers, express a collecMve need for a more profound comprehension of these 
systems, parMcularly in emoMonally charged situaMons. 

The moMvaMon of this Special Issue stems from the inherent challenges in creaMng AI models that not only accurately recognize and 
respond to human emoMons but also provide clear, interpretable insights into their decision-making processes. The Special Issue also 
aims at enriching the connotaMon of Explicable AI with diverse and comprehensive dimensions. Expanding the meaning of explicability 
is not just about deciphering the “black box” nature of AI models; it involves a broader understanding that encapsulates various facets 
crucial for fostering user trust, ethical consideraMons, and interdisciplinary collaboraMon. 

 

Topics: 

§ Explainable senMment analysis 
§ Explainable emoMon detecMon 
§ Explainable figuraMve language processing 
§ Neurosymbolic affecMve compuMng 
§ AffecMve intenMon awareness AI 
§ Trustworthy AI for affecMve compuMng 
§ AffecMve compuMng involves mulMdisciplinary ensemble and explainability.  
§ Granular task decomposiMon for affecMve compuMng  
§ Ethical analysis pertains to Explicable AI for affecMve compuMng. 

 

Highlights: 

The Special Issue will consider papers on the menMoned topics that demonstrate humanitarian value. While achieving state-of-the-art 
performance is commendable, acceptance priority will be given to works that contribute to the advancement of seven pillars for future 
AI, including MulMdisciplinarity, Task DecomposiMon, Parallel Analogy, Symbol Grounding, Similarity Measure, IntenMon Awareness, and 
Trustworthiness. All submissions to the Special Issue undergo a rigorous editorial pre-screening process to assess their relevance, quality, 
and originality. This iniMal screening ensures that the manuscripts align with the themaMc focus of the Special Issue and meet the Journal's 
standards. 

 

EvaluaMon Criteria: 

The evaluaMon of submi]ed papers will be guided by the following key quesMons:  
a) Does the paper contribute to explicable AI in the context of affecMve compuMng?  
b) Does the paper provide an adequate level of technical innovaMon and/or analyMcal insights? 
c) Are the findings or contribuMons supported by experimental evidence and/or theoreMcal underpinning?  
d) Is the paper appropriate to be published on IEEE Intelligent Systems? 
 

Peer Review: 

The papers will be peer-reviewed by at least three independent reviewers with experMse in the area. 

 



Important Dates: 

Submissions Deadline: 30 April, 2024 
First noMficaMon of acceptance: 14 May, 2024 
Submission of revised papers: 28 May, 2024 
Final noMficaMon to the authors: 5 June, 2024 
Submission of final/camera-ready papers: 12 June, 2024 
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